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A - Seismicity map: the map shows 
in different colors the seismicity 
during the four months before the 
mainshok and the whole seismic 
sequence up to three days before 
the update with a magnitude 
threshold of 2.0. The last three 
days are highlighted in different 
colors.
B - Magnitude plot: shows all the 
events in magnitude vs time start-
ing from the mainshock.
C - Number of earthquakes histo-
gram: shows the overall number of 
earthquakes for each day starting 

from the mainshock. 
The histogram column 
shows also the relative 
percentage of 
each magnitude 
class.
D - Formatted 
event table: daily 
earthquake de-
tailed list. Events 
are highlighted in 
m a g n i t u d e 

ranges. A table summarizes 
the number of earthquakes 
for each magnitude range. 

Figure 7   
A: A general view of the indoor sports arena in the Guardia di Finanza cadet school in 
Coppito, L'Aquila where the DICOMAC has been setup soon after the mainshock. 
B-C: Outreach and educational 
activities at COES with large 
groups of visitors the very first 
days after the mainshock.
G-H: Dedicated outreach and 
educational activities.   
I: Psychological support to the 
rescuers and to the earthquake 
affected population.
M- Watching the Sismap monitor sooon after a felt earthquake (L).
N: Guardia di Finanza officers reading our educational books.

The COES staff has been constantly aggregating all available earth-
quake and geological information from the Earthquake Monitoring 
Center in Rome and from the INGV staff working on the field provid-
ing customized timed reports on the evolution of the seismic se-
quence to the DPC [see Figure 5].
At the COES boot all available and constantly updated documenta-
tion was also on display [Figure 6] either on a board [A] or on a pro-
jector while on the computer system the real-time Sismap monitor 
connected to the Earthquake Monitoring Center in Rome was dis-
playing information on all earthquakes felt in the area as soon as it 
was available. Moreover one complete seismic station (velocimeter 
and accelerometer) installed by the boot was showing real-time 
waveforms on a monitor [B].

The COES was designed considering various scenarios of applica-
tion. It can be housed inside an inflatable tent [Figure 3], it is 
equipped with office furniture, computers and communication facili-
ties and represents the INGV  facility to support all the INGV staff 
working in the disaster area. The facility can be installed in a couple 
of hours in the epicentral 
area and provides a full 
featured office with dedi-
cated internet connec-
tion and VPN access to 
the INGV data manage-
ment center in Rome 
[Figure 4]. 

Figure 3 - Sketch of the 
inside of the tent.

Since 1990 the Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vul-
canologia (INGV) has an emergency structure to 
face the occurrence of strong earthquakes on the 
national territory. This structure has been an impor-
tant monitoring tool during the last major seismic se-
quences: Carlentini (1990), Umbria-Marche (1997-
1998) and Molise (2002).
The availability of new transmission technologies 
and new data acquisition systems in seismic moni-
toring makes now possible to lower the responce 
times and to reach a higher level of detail and preci-
sion on the seismogenic structures and the tempo-
ral evolution of the sequences. This has led to the 
implementation of a new rapid responce structure.

The Centro Nazionale Terremoti (CNT – National Earthquake Center), departement of Istituto Nazio-
nale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia (INGV), has designed and setup a rapid response emergency structure 
to face the occurrence of strong earthquakes. This structure is composed by a real time satellite teleme-
tered temporary seismic network used to improve the hypocentral locations of the INGV National Seis-
mic Network, a stand alone temporary seismic network whose goal is primarily the high dynamic/high 
resolution data acquisition in the epicentral area and a mobile operational center, the COES (Centro 
Operativo Emergenza Sismica, Seismological Emergency Operational Center).
The COES structure is a sort of mobile office equipped with satellite internet communication that can be 
rapidly installed in the disaster area to support all the INGV staff operative needs and to cooperate with 
the Civil Protection department (DPC) aggregating all the scientific information available on the seismic 
sequence and providing updated information to Civil Protection for the decision making stage during the 
emergency. The structure is equipped with a heavy load trolley that carries a 6x6 inflatable tent, a satel-
lite router, an UPS, computers, monitors and furniture. The facility can be installed in a couple of hours 
in the epicentral area and provides a full featured office with dedicated internet connection and VPN 
access to the INGV data management center in Rome.
Just after the April 6 2009 Mw 6.3 earthquake in L’Aquila (Central Italy) the COES has been installed 
upon request of the Italian Civil Protection (DPC) in the DICOMAC (Directorate of Command and Con-
trol - which is the central structure of the DPC that coordinates the emergency activities in the areas af-
fected by the earthquake) located in the Guardia di Finanza headquarters in Coppito nearby L'Aquila 
(the same location that hosted the G8 meeting).
The COES produces real time reports on the seismic sequence evolution constituted by a detailed se-
quence map, histograms showing the evolution of the magnitude and the number of earthquakes in time 
and a daily event list. Moreover, it is possible to see the real time hypocentral locations using “SISMAP”, 
the same tool used in the Seismic Monitoring Center in Rome.
During the emergency the COES has been also a reference information point for all people involved in 
the crisis management and has provided also psychological support to the rescuers and to the earth-
quake affected population. 
This education and outreach activity has proved to be extremely effective.
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Figure 1 - The new satellite telemetered seismic network used 
to improve the hypocentral locations of the INGV National 
Seismic Network.

In 2008 the new structure was tested for the first time 
[Govoni et al., 2008] during the "Operation Blue Mountains 
2008" , a regional seismic risk emergency simulation orga-
nized by the Civil Protection of Regione Marche (23 -25 
May 2008 in San Ginesio, Regione Marche).
This structure is composed by 3 operational units:
1. a real-time temporary seismic network [Abruzzese et al., 
2008; 2009] -  Figure 1.
2. a stand-alone temporary seismic network whose goal is 
primarily scientific. A minimum of 8 stations equipped with 
velocimeters and accelerometers are installed in the epi-
central area in a few hours after the mainshock. The high 
dynamic/high resolution data acquisition in the epicentral 
area allows to obtain useful information for detailed stud-
ies on the evolution of seismic sequences, the characteris-
tics of seismic sources and the velocity models; 

3. the COES (Centro Operativo Emergenza Sismica, Seismological Emergency Operational Center) - 
Figure 2.

Figure 2 - The COES is a mobile operational center.

THE COES: Seismological Emergency Operational Center   

Figure 4 - Photos of some moments during the drill of the working group COES. Above: the stage of as-
sembly of the tent. Below: some operators working inside the tent and the SisMap real-time 0monitor.

1) scientific advisor to the Civil Protection 
decision making stage;
2) technical support to all INGV field 
teams;
3) point of information for press, emer-
gency staff and citizens;
4) psychological support to the rescuers 
and to the earthquake affected population. 

The COES main activities

Communications for Civil Protection Department
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OUTREACH AND EDUCATION
During the first two week the COES has carried out scientific, outreach 
and education, psychological activities only at the Di.Coma.C. head-
quarters. This experience has been extremely useful to understand the 
informative needs of both the relief staff and the ordinary people so more 
targeted projects have been organized outside:
1) the EmerFOR project targeted to the teachers living in the first aid tent 
cities  [Figure 7A];
2) the “La Terra tretteca… Ji No!” project targeted to L'Aquila residents 
living in the first aid tent cities  [Figure 7B];
3) the “La Terra tretteca… Ji No! - back to school” project targeted to 
the schools in the most damaged areas.

We do thank all the colleagues that have helped during the emergency 
management (over)working with great professionalism, helpfulness and hu-
manity.
We also thank Mauro Dolce and all the staff of DPC Funzione 1 for the con-
stant and qualified support.
A very special thanks is due to the fire Department for the splendid work 
done to mitigate the effects of this earthquake from the very first hours, the 
outstanding ability and for the many lives saved.
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THE COES: The L’Aquila Emergency   
After the Mw 6.3 earthquake that struck L'Aquila (Central Italy) on April 6th, 2009 (01.32 UTC) the COES structure was ready to leave 
for the epicentral area early in the morning. All the operations were planned in strict coordination with the Italian Civil Protection (DPC) 
that was already setting up a DI.COMA.C. (Directorate for Command and Control) at the Guardia di Finanza cadet school in Coppito, 
nearby L'Aquila [Figure 6]. The COES was installed in the DI.COMA.C haedquarter on April 8th in the sports arena using the facilities 
(electricity and network connections) provided by DPC.  

All the reports are automatically 
delivered by e-mail in pdf format.

Firefighters, volunteer associations, police, army, local 
government officials and public offices workers, etc.
Overall, we met some 20,000 people.
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Figure 6

More targeted initiatives have been organized on three main topics:
1) provide basic knowledge on seismology and Italian seismicity to better under-
stand the seismic sequence evolution in Abruzzo;
2) provide a detailed scientific but anyway easy to understand information on the 
seismic sequence evolution using a constantly updated seismicity map and plots of 
the daily event magnitude and daily event number versus time;
3) provide basic knowledge on the emotional response to catastrophic natural 
events like earthquakes and, if necessary, psychological support to the people 
shocked by the earthquake.

All people working at the DICOMAC have been stopping at the COES boot to ask in-
formation. Soon after this educational activity has been organized in a more consis-
tent way. Psychologists from INGV have contributed their experience.

All the educational material available at 
INGV (mainly from EduRisk) have been 
delivered to the COES and distributed to 
the people.
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D-E: Some of the interviews 
with international press.
F:. Japanese delegation 
visiting the COES.

Figure 5

A - Brochure EmerFOR meeiting
B - “La terra tretteca.. Ji No!” meeting at one of the 
tent cities
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